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The Gargasian (Middle Aptian) of La Tuilière - St-Saturnin-lès-Apt (area of the Aptian historical stratotype, Vaucluse, SE France): geographic setting and outcrop correlation
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Abstract: A stratonomic and micropaleontological analysis of the Aptian marls cropping out in the La Tuilière area near Saint-Saturnin-lès-Apt (Vaucluse, SE France), enabled us to reconstitute a continuous succession almost 120 m thick, that includes the upper terms of the Lower Aptian (Bedoulian) and the lower part of the Middle Aptian (Gargasian). These levels had never before been observed with such continuity in the Gargas region, the Aptian historical stratotype.
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Résumé : Le Gargasien (Aptien moyen) de La Tuilière – St-Saturnin-lès-Apt (région du stratotype historique de l’Aptien, Vaucluse, SE France) : localisation géographique et corrélations des affleurements. - L’analyse stratonomique et micropaléontologique des affleurements de marnes aptiennes du secteur du hameau de La Tuilière, près de Saint-Saturnin-lès-Apt (Vaucluse, SE France), nous a permis de reconstituer une série continue, épaisse de près de 120 m, comprenant les termes supérieurs de l’Aptien inférieur (Bédoulien) et la partie inférieure de l’Aptien moyen (Gargasien). Ces niveaux n’avaient jamais pu être observés avec une telle continuité dans la région de Gargas, stratotype historique de l’Aptien.
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Introduction

165 years after the creation of the term "Aptian" (d’Orbigny, 1840, p. 631: "on pourrait peut-être séparer entièrement cette faune et donner aux couches qui les renferment un nom spécial. Je proposerai celui d’aptiennes, les environs d’Apt en étant le siège principal") ["one might separate this fauna entirely and give the beds which contain it a special name. I shall propose ‘Aptian’, the surroundings of Apt being the site of its principal occurrence"], it may appear paradoxical that there is still interest in the area of the historical stratotype of this stage.

Indeed, with few exceptions (Odin, 2001; Odin et alii, 2004), the recent concerns of stratigraphers are centered on a search for type localities of stage boundaries (the majority yet to be formally defined) rather than on improving knowledge of historical stratotypes.

And as regards the Aptian, the case appears to be particularly complicated, because:

1) by original designation its stratotype is also the type-locality of its median substage (Gargasian, from Gargas, near Apt, Vaucluse, SE France) (Fig. 1),
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2) the type-sections of the two other substages (lower = Bedoulian, and upper = Clansayesian), which were originally thought to be sparsely or poorly characterized in the Apt area, were chosen in other localities,

3) the hill at Gargas, which could still be studied from a geological point of view during the last century (at least until the seventies) (GOGUEL, 1932, 1944; OERTLI, 1958; ABOUSSOAN, 1963; MOULLADE, 1965; ROC, 1971a, b; GIROUD D’ARGOUD, 1975), is now almost entirely covered by vegetation and has
been included, consequent on a rapid urbanization, in an Apt-Gargas conurbation. Outcrops there, especially the marls, have practically disappeared so observation has become difficult, even impossible, in this sector.

In this first article we situate geographically the several outcrops and introduce the (primarily stratonomic, lithostratigraphic and micropaleontological) data used for their correlation and the reconstruction of a continuous composite section of which we present the lithology and stratigraphy in a succinct overview.

**Outcrops**

The geologically workable tracts of Aptian marls in the La Tuilière area consists of three principal zones of separate discrete outcrops (Fig. 2):

- 250 m NW of the hamlet, the oldest terms of the Aptian marly sequence are exposed in the hills of Pichouraz (named "Pichouras" on some maps). This sector is currently partially being urbanized and inopportune fills have already impaired the visibility of the extreme base of the section.

- 200 to 300 m S of the hamlet, a zone of abandoned quarries forms a kind of depression more or less surrounded by small scattered hillocks. This zone, that we name "La Tuilière s.s.", is also being urbanized.

- 700 m S of the hamlet, close to the farm known as Les Gays, is a zone that starts at the floor of abandoned quarries and continues southward as a group of hills in which only the lower slopes have large exposures of Aptian marls. For the moment this zone is "non aedificandi".

The hills of Pichouraz, the residual hillocks of La Tuilière s.s. and the hills of Les Gays are all crowned by Quaternary fluvial deposits, which truncate the underlying marls in a subhorizontal erosional disconformity.

**Structure and correlations**

At first sight it is not easy to understand the stratigraphic relationships of these three outcrops, which are widely separated by covered tracts and lithologically are rather uniform marls with almost no apparent stratification.

However, at Pichouraz an indication of the dip of the layers is detectable owing to the presence in the bluish-gray marly series of a unique stratum, 0.4-0.5 m thick, a little harder and brighter than the others, thus forming a
key bed that can be traced for a certain distance. This bed has a SW dip of 15-20°, which decreases slightly westward.

In La Tuilière s.s. and Les Gays, the marls have a different appearance overall: they are dark gray-blue and less nodular than at Pichouraz; there, no hardened carbonate stratum is observable. However, the dip of this series can be determined because of the existence near the base of the succession of a ten-meter sequence showing a more or less regular succession of centimetric yellowish pyrito-limonitic beds. These thin layers show a W dip in the westernmost hillocks of La Tuilière, an E dip in the easternmost ones and a SE dip at the base of Les Gays, all three at about fifteen degrees.

Figure 4: Pichouraz outcrop, showing the bed b ("niveau blanc") and the contiguous marls (units a and c).

Figure 5: Pichouraz, unit c.
These observations suggest that in the La Tuilière s.l. area the Aptian marls do not reflect the general SE dip of the underlying Urgonian limestones so they must be affected by structural accidents. Thus the E-W fault on the geological sheet of Carpentras (Fig. 2) shown in the Urgonian W of La Tuilière must extend eastward, where it could separate the Pichouraz sector from the Urgonian block of Lioux. Moreover, as indicated by the variations of dip in the thin limonitic beds, a kind of local uplift of an anticlinal nature may be centered near La Tuilière.

In a first approach ammonites do not seem to be very helpful as a means of connecting and correlating these outcrops, because it appears that all the marls (in Pichouraz [pro parte maxima], in La Tuilière and at the beginning of the Gays section) are in the same terminal zone of the lower Aptian with *Dufrenoyia furcata* (ATROPS & DUTOUR, 2005). The preliminary results of a detailed study of foraminifers (MOULLADE et alii, this volume) and ostracods (BABINOT & MOULLADE, this volume), along with the results of the study of the Bedoulian and the Gargasian from Cassis-La Bédoule (MOULLADE et alii, 1998, 2005) permit a discrimination between the several outcrops. In particular, at the top of the Pichouraz sequence and at the extreme base of La Tuilière s.s., we were able to locate the double datum based on 1) the quasi concomitant extinction of *Lenticulina nodosa* (benthic foraminifer) and *Protocythere bedouliensis* (ostracod) and 2) the first occurrence of *Praehedbergella luterbacheri* (planktonic foraminifer) (Fig. 3). This enabled us to confirm that the uppermost layers at Pichouraz are the equivalent of the basal layers of La Tuilière and Les Gays, and thus that the major part of the section of Pichouraz is stratigraphically below the succession at La Tuilière-Les Gays.

**Lithologic descriptions (Fig. 3)**

Studies in greater detail reveal that this apparently rather uniform marly succession includes a number of subtle differences upwards:

- **a.** rather indurated bluish-gray limy marls, with a nodular/conchoidal fracture; these layers occupy at least ten meters at the base of the Pichouraz section.
- **b.** whitish-grey clayey limestone bed, 0.4-0.5 m thick, a little harder than the contiguous marls; this bed tends to be more or less clearly distinguishable in a generally homogeneous marly series (Fig. 4). It constitutes a key-level which could be the equivalent of the "niveau
Clansayesian of the Vocontian Basin (BEAUDOIN et alii, 1998; DAUPHIN, 2002). Their position in the section of La Tuilière s.s. and in the basal beds of the Les Gays section. In these last two outcrops they appear much fresher than the yellowish marls of the higher part of Pichouraz, with which they correlate, as confirmed by the microfauna. It is thus possible that in Pichouraz the yellow color may be more likely to have been caused by contamination from the proximate Quaternary deposits crowning the hill, than by in situ weathering (for example of pyrite).

d. ten meters of finely laminated blackish-blue marls, in which are more or less rhythmically inserted thin yellow to yellow-brown more or less diffuse centimetric layers, which consist of a dense accumulation of small limonitized pyrite nodules. These thin limonitic beds (a dozen in all) are separated by 0.4-0.5 to ± 1 m thick marly intervals; they can be easily overlooked for by surficial creep the contiguous marls tend to hide these nodular beds, especially after heavy rains.

Such yellowish centimetric beds evoke the bentonites observed in the Gargasian and Clansayesian of the Vocontian Basin (BEAUDOIN et alii, 1999; DAUPHIN, 2002). Their position in the section of La Tuilière could thus correspond to that of the "Van Gogh" level, much more detailed here since it is in a more expanded series. This field assumption needs to be thoroughly checked using very detailed sedimentological, mineralogical, geochemical and paleontological analyzes (this volume).

Unit d has been seen in the upper part of the hillocks of La Tuilière s.s. and approximately 7 m above the base of Les Gays section (Fig. 6).

On the basis of preliminary micropaleontological correlations, the lower part of this sequence including thin limonitized layers should also be present at the top of the westernmost outcrop of the hill of Pichouraz. The fact that this particular lithology does not clearly appear there is probably due to the intensity of weathering of the contiguous uniformly yellowish marls of the capping (see above).

e. 75 m of marls, rather friable, with a dark blue-gray patina, laminated, showing a darker (blackish) fracture than in the underlying levels. This thick marly sequence does not include any lithologically individualized level which would make it possible to measure the dip of these layers. The lower part of this unit constitutes the median and higher portion of the outcrop of the eastern hills of Les Gays (Fig. 6) and its upper part forms practically the whole of the westernmost hills. All these hills too are crowned by Quaternary fluvial deposits which brutally truncate the Aptian.

**Conclusion**

In the whole of the Pichouraz – La Tuilière s.s. - Les Gays area, which lies within the Aptian historical stratotypic region, a stratonomic and micropaleontological analysis of the various outcrops enabled us to establish a continuous succession of upper Bedoulian-lower Gargasian marls with a cumulative thickness of 115 to 120 meters. Only two lithological key-levels mark this otherwise uniformly marly series. One evokes the "niveau blanc" (FRIÈS, 1987), the other may, after further investigation, be found to represent, in a more expanded form, the "Van Gogh level" (DAUPHIN, 2002) of the Vocontian Basin. The detailed study of this La Tuilière s.s. series is apportioned between several articles to appear in this volume. Its completion will make it possible to demonstrate that this thick sequence corresponds in fact to a relatively limited span of time within the Aptian stage. This indicates a rate of sedimentation even more rapid than that, already high, measured at Cassis-La Bédoule (MOULLADE et alii, 1998; 2005) for the same stratigraphic interval.
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